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Osama is dead. Seemingly, there couldn’t be a worst time for alQaeda. The death of a leader in the midst of confusing and challenging
developments is never good news for a militant “vanguard” organization like Al Qaeda, who together with the Salafi-jihadi current in general,
found themselves up against the wall by the untimely winds of the Arab
Spring. Nevertheless, by one of those twists of history, the death of
Osama may turn into a very timely development for the survival of
“Jihad”.
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There is a heated debate underway regarding the impact of
the Arab Spring on the jihadist militants. One side of the argument relates to the character of the uprisings and their participants. There seems to exist a consensus on this point. The protesters are secular-minded and they are demanding more freedom, more democracy and better economic conditions. Religion
is absent or at least it takes the back seat; it is rather more of an
individualized socio-cultural background.1 However, this discourse of non-ideological, peaceful and successful demonstrations often misses two points. The praised notion of pragmatic,
non-ideological demonstrators2 obscures the weakness that this
presents; not only the weakness of political participation stemming from lack of prior structure or previous political experience
but also the organizational weakness created by the lack of a
minimum programmatic coherence, usually granted by ideology.
Accordingly, the image of Gandhi-like peaceful demonstrations overlooks the fact that violence was always in the air even
when there was none on the ground. This becomes more evident as the wave of uprisings has reached more troubling cases,
such as Libya and Syria. These two cases illustrate that beside
the constant presence of state violence, the demonstrators signaled their readiness to resort to violence if need be; from
Tunisia’s insurrectional violence to Egypt’s advanced selfdefence, to Syria’s lightly armored counter-attack and Libya’s
armed conflict. Al-Zawahiri in 2007 was just repeating the selfevident: “Whatever its form, method and means, force remains
a necessary element for bringing about change … after all paths
to peaceful change have been blocked”.3
Furthermore, the Tunisian paradigm failed the subsequent
tests that would make it a copycat model to be replicated
throughout the Arab world, the same way the Cuban paradigm
failed in the Latin American revolutions it inspired. Bahrain’s
uprising has witnessed a silent suppression, regionally sanctioned. The situation in Yemen is stalled. In Syria it is too early
to tell. The Libyan outcome is rather ambivalent. Even in the
seemingly positive cases of Tunisia and Egypt, success is in the
eye of the beholder. These countries are not even half-way
through their quest, even if that is narrow-spectrum reforms.
Promises can still be broken, expectations can be frustrated and
freedoms can be reversed; counter-revolution in full formation
may break cover.
So what is in it for Salafism-jihadism? First and foremost,
regardless of how and by whom, the jihadis are spared from a
couple strong representatives of the corrupted and repressive
Arab rulers, the “near enemy”. However, the Salafis were overwhelmingly fixated on the Western supporters of local dictators,
or the “far enemy”, who were not in the Arab Spring’s agenda.
The redefinition of the near and far enemy nexus, both on a
propaganda and an operational level, is the main question in the
jihadis role and stance on the events, rather than the violence or

non-violence question.
If al-Qaeda and the Salafi-jihadis in general are framed as
the “vanguard” of political Islamism, then in the light of the recent
events, they have to answer the mainstream-reformist challenge. They can claim to have inspired the “revolutionary fervor”
and the determination to stand up against injustice, but it is now
or never for them to engage the masses.4 In order to remain relevant, the “jihadi fish” have to reach, in Mao’s words, the
“water”; the elitist “propaganda by deed” has to meet the social
struggles. The developments on the near enemy front are
indeed not that bleak for the jihadists. They can hope for a future
hike in recruitment, when and if the regimes strike back or simply fail to honor their promises. This will breed a new generation
of jihadists hardened in state prisons, who won’t mind the old
generation’s condescending “I told you so”.
This recruitment potential is available in the Islamist ranks
and the more or less secular. For the former, what is crucial is
the performance of mainstream Islamist formations like the
Muslim Brotherhood in the time to come. Too much participation,
too soon, may alienate the Brotherhood’s hard-liners. A second
important issue, particularly in the case of Egypt, is the position
of the local Salafis and the repentant militants of Islamic Jihad
and Gama’a Islamiya in the new setting. The relatively apolitical
Salafis, centered in Alexandria, have been vocal since
Mubarak’s fall but their wrath is directed mostly against the
Copts. However, they hold a large proselytizing (da’wa) potential that can turn in the long term into Salafis-jihadis benefit.
Regardless of how apolitical this da’wa is, it will bring Salafi
ideas to the socio-political discourse.
The members of Islamic Jihad and Gama’a Islamiya, who
were released under Mubarak’s re-integration-of-repentant militants program, or during the recent release of political prisoners,
play a distinct role in both the recruitment potential and in defining the operational space Salafi-jihadis can claim. Under threats
of renewed jail time and torture, the Salafi-jihadis half-heartedly
supported Mubarak in the face of anti-government demonstrations. However, they have since abandoned their fears and have
started agitating once more. But the regime is closely monitoring
them to avert any “misconduct”. In Egypt for example several
ex-militants have been released and Gama’a Islamiya’s
declared intention to form a political party5 was met mildly by the
new establishment; however, in a typical show of force, the
Egyptian regime rearrested Islamic Jihad’s Mohamed alZawahiri, brother of al-Qaeda’s Ayman al-Zawahiri, three days
after he was released, to be charged on another open case.6
The Jordanian regime tried to deliver a similar message to
Jordan’s Salafis of the dangers of crossing the line.7
The effect of the local –reintegrated- Salafis on international jihadism in terms of recruitment is dependent on the level of
state violence; an overly harsh crackdown will boost the ranks of
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the latter. On the contrary, a relative self-restraint that condones
the local Salafi presence on the margins of the political system
and legality will provide a valve to let off steam from the sociopolitical system. This potential will stem recruits to the international jihadis, as frustration will be funneled through semi-legal
channels. With the secular elements of the uprisings, the recruitment potential takes a slightly different form. The acclaimed lack
of an encompassing ideology to guide the majority of the protesters may lead the more determined of them towards groups
who know how to exercise violence against the state, when frustration over unfulfilled aspirations takes over.
In their quest to take advantage of this potential, the
Salafis-jihadis will have to make use of their existing operatives8
that are nationals of the particular country, whether they are residents or not. The local sleeping cells can be swelled by the
return of the exiled operatives who may take advantage of the
increased freedom in Egypt and Tunisia, or the security vacuum
in Yemen or Libya that will emerge in the post-uprising environment. In other words, during this readjustment process, the
jihadis will go through increased regional decentralization.
Noman Benotman, former head of the Libyan Islamic Fighting
Group (LIFG), a repentant jihadi par excellence, notes that “with
the weakening of security services in some Arab countries, the
greatest future opportunities may lie for jihadist groups with a
narrow regional agenda”.9 However, going local can be only one
part of the global Salafist-jihadists’ answer to the recent events.
They cannot betray the international perspective of their outlook,
which is spearheaded by their perceived grievances against the
West.
If one goes through a sample of the Arab Spring-related
forum posts and official announcements, he or she will see that
after an initial period of numbness, jihadis around the world have
been trying to interpret the cataclysmal events. In their effort to
counter the propaganda challenge posed by the events and the
reversed near enemy-far enemy nexus, the jihadis put in use a
whole battery of arguments: the initial denial syndrome, frustration and excuses10 were later complemented with congratulations, cautions against being fooled into secularism,11 general
directions,12 calls to weapons,13 “next stop al-Aqsa” rhetoric,14
and of course, the West parameter.
Western hypocrisy is lambasted at every occasion.
According to this narrative, the West is afraid of losing “their
most important agents” in the region and when saving them is
impossible, the Western powers try to set the stage for their new
clients.15 At the same time these same powers relentlessly continue their “war against Islam”. Beyond the old conflicts that drag
on in Iraq and Afghanistan,16 Libya offers a propaganda relief to
jihadis and that is why they are more confident discussing the
uprising there. But those are only the open wars; a covert war
attacks Islam culturally by spreading immorality and corruption
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among the Muslims.17
In this sense, al-Qaeda’s and Salafi-jihadi paradigm is still
deemed relevant and thus the global struggle must go on.
However, not long after al-Awlaki was confident enough to
directly counter-argue Western analysts in his article “The
Tsunami of Change”,18 the Salafis-jihadis were hit by a second
wave. At first sight, the loss of Osama Bin Laden, at a time of
urgent need for guidance,19 seems to be the final blow for the
Salafis-jihadis. However as Max Boot notes,20 not all militant
organizations wilt after a leadership decapitation; in fact some
manage to flourish. The crucial element here is whether the
organisation was “built around a cult of personality” or it has a
more diffuse decision-making and ideology. Osama Bin Laden
was beyond dispute an emblematic figure with an aura of demagogue charisma and invincibility. But he was just a man; and
that is what the jihadis keep repeating. In its official announcement on Laden’s death, the al-Qaeda Central stated: “Usama
bin Laden was not a prophet sent for the twentieth century.
Rather, he was a Muslim man from this noble Muslim Ummah
who took the Book firmly with strength and sold this life for the
next, striving as it deserves.”21 And an article on Anṣār alMujāhidīn Forum recited the many jihadi leaders who have perished over the years with no negative effect on the jihadi
cause.22 What is claimed instead is that the West can kill the
man but not the idea.23 Most of the Western analysts also agree
that the end of bin Laden is not the end of al-Qaeda. Osama bin
Laden had said in 2001: “My life or death does not matter. The
awakening has started”.24 And with the awakening the early
organizational decentralisation intensified too, turning “alQaeda” into the loose network that it is today that arguably kept
bin Laden alive for more than expected.
That is why it won’t matter much whether al-Zawahiri, Sayf
al-Adel or anyone else from the contenders takes over.25 All of
them in the end will accept, perhaps the former guardedly and
the latter more eagerly,26 the inevitable reassessment of the near
enemy-far enemy balance.27 In this sense, in Machiavellian
terms, it could be said that bin Laden’s death suits the Salafisjihadis because it accelerates the process that will enable a better positioning in the post-Arab Spring environment.
The al-Qaeda leadership and operatives in the Af-Pak
region will lay low to ascertain and control the damage done to
their operational security and communication channels from the
intelligence gathered in the raid at Laden’s compound and to
settle its scores with Pakistan.28 This introversion will allow the
regional branches to take the initiative and accordingly, to
enable the wannabe leaders to let their star rise. This way,
salafism-jihadism may manage in the long-term to answer the
Arab Spring challenges. At the same time, Laden’s death combined with the uprisings’ turmoil may help safeguard to some
extent the necessary “territory”,29 especially in places like
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Yemen30 , Afghanistan and Pakistan. The sense of “mission
accomplished” will provide the US with the pretext to quietly
leave Afghanistan to halt further losses,31 under an ill-fated
Karzai-Taliban agreement. There is little chance for serious
counterinsurgency in Pakistan32 and the rest of the region.33
Amidst the general climate of sizing down US involvement in the
Middle East, the West will also have to reassess its relations in
the region and even go ahead with some kind of redeployment
in the face of the uprisings.34 Drone attacks and occasional special operations are not enough to face such challenges.
Nevertheless, beyond those slight alterations that will fully
unfold in an extended time span -interesting only to those
involved and their close observers- the Arab Spring and Bin
Laden’s death will have more immediate effects of a general
interest. As a post in Shumoukh Al-Islam forum summed up:
“We are determined, Allah willing, [to take] revenge, revenge,
revenge. If he is alive, we will take revenge, and if he is a martyr, we will take revenge”.35 Revenge will actually facilitate organizational survival since it will smooth out possible frictions
among leading figures out of conflicting personal ambitions, or
longtime self-suppressed criticism. However, due to the decentralization and heavy investment in coping with local issues,
revenge attacks will have to be locally conceived and executed
and for this reason cheap, but with a large cost/benefit margin.36
Of course “revenge” is not only the privilege of Middle
Eastern groups; their Western-based supporters will have their
part in it. Besides, revenge is easier when targets are nearby
and abundant. So a hike in attacks on the West should be
expected. The pro-jihadis in the West are not directly affected by
the Arab Spring and that means that they are not in contact with
the Arab Spring ideas. The death of Bin Laden at the hands of
the West will resonate with them and their everyday life more
than the distant battles of their brethren in the Middle East. The
death of a symbol is expected to enhance the “jihadi cool” role
model. However, the Western revenge-seekers will be expected
to operate more or less independently, with selective funding
from the core groups based in the Middle East. For this reason,
“lone-wolf style” will most probably predominate but more
sophisticated attacks are possible in the mid-term. It is naïve to
believe that the Western Muslims’ multifaceted grievances will
disappear into thin air. On the contrary, they will intensify as
thousands of new immigrants flood the coasts of Europe, a
direct or indirect by-product of the Arab Spring.37 And it is also
naïve to believe that they will keep quiet as Europe and the
West in general turns increasingly insecure, xenophobic and
violent.
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